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OUTFITS
First outfit: Becomes Human

After Casey casts the spell and Eve is the one 

who becomes human she wakes up next to her 

wearing a pink cropped cami and mini skirt set 

topped with an orange furry cardigan. 



Outfit #2
After Eve is introduced to Casey’s father and 

he takes her on a shopping spree she changes 

to a different outfit. She is wearing a white 

dress with leaf looking prints and a big 

elaborate hat which is the statement piece of 

that scene. Ben, Casey’s father invites her to 

lunch at an Authentic Italian restaurant. Eve 

eats “real food” for the first time by trying 

bread with butter. Casey’s father seems very 

confused as to why she is acting so 

enthusiastic about it.

 



Outfit #3
Once Eve is settled in at Casey’s 

house in the art studio that once 

belonged to Casey’s mother we 

see her wearing a yellow teddy 

as she watches TV for the first 

time.



Outfit #4
 And then the most questioned outfit yet. Eve’s first day 

of work as a human at Ben’s law firm she wears a rosy pink 

boucle suit with pearl accents. Costume designer, Maya Mani, is 

asked if this was a chanel suit? She states that is it not. In this 

scene Eve meets Richard who is Ben’s colleague and is attracted 

to her, she then meets Drew who is secretly in love with Ben but 

does not act on it as much to show respect to his late wife and 

lastly she meets Ellen who lookings extremely miserable and as 

if she has given up on her image. Eve being the positive woman 

she is helps Ellen turn into a very attractive looking woman that 

way her love interest notices her.



Outfit #5
After having met a few people at Ben’s law firm, 

Eve makes it to their office party where she becomes the 

center of attention once again. She wears a beautiful red 

with black long dress which almost seems like she was 

overdress to the event when looking at what others we 

wearing. During the event Eve performs her theme songs 

where she brings everyone together to dance. 



Outfit #6
“Lets go Rangers!” Casey finally 

allows Eve to get closer to her. Eve 

brushes Casey's hair and gives her advice 

about giving people chances to get to 

know her and to learn to love herself. 

Casey’s father, Ben, sees both of them in 

her room were he loves that Casey is 

letting Eve in.



Outfit #7
The most touching scene of the movie where we see how much 

of an impact Eve has had on Ben and Casey. For the first time we as 

well notice that Eve is not wearing an extravagant outfit, instead she is 

wearing a very casual look. Costume designer Maya Mani states that the 

casual look portraits Eve’s humanity. As Eve becomes more human the 

sales of her dolls begin to go down which worries Eve because she 

doesn't want her dolls to disappear off the market. Eve gets the spell to 

reverse herself back into a doll. Eventually she is able to say goodbye to 

Ben and Casey before she turns back. 



CONCLUSION

- Eve learns human responsibilities.

- Eve is exposed to different personalities.

- Eve learns to become a better woman than what she was designed to be. 

- Eve expands her closet collection.

- Eve learns to understand human senses and emotions.


